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Chapter 7. Summary
In this thesis new image analysis methods are discussed to determine the
curvature of scoliotic patients characterised by the Cobb angle and to enhance the
vertebral parts based on features from a frontal X-ray image.
Chapter 1 provides some background information on scoliosis, how to
diagnose it, the treatment options and the problems related to spinal X-ray images.
Then, a problem definition is formulated and a general block diagram of a
proposed solution is explained briefly, followed by u detailed explanation of each
part. The knowledge of the vertebral geometry helps us to have a better
understanding about the relevant features of a vertebra so that we can develop an
image analysis system that can detect those features.
Chapter 2 describes the anatomical directional reference and coordinate
system that usually is applied, the basic anatomy of the human spine in general,
and details of the three basic parts: cervical, thoracic and lumbar vertebrae. In order
to study radiographic imaging, the basics of X-Ray imaging are also described
briefly, and the radiation effect is explained. It is important to know the shape and
position of each vertebra both in frontal, lateral and 3D view to study the vertebral
features, which appear or are absent in frontal and lateral X-ray images.
Chapter 3 presents a new deformable model, the modified charged-particle
model (MCPM),, and its application in the spine segmentation on frontal X-ray
images of scoliotic patients. The MCPM is a new approach of a deformable model
based on the CPM, which was introduced by Jalba et al. [1] in 2004. This model is
based on a simulation of positively charged particles moving in an electric fïeld,,
generated by fixed, negative charges, placed at each pixel position of the input
image, with a charge magnitude proportional to the edge-map of the input image.
The CPM was modified by putting springs between the positively charged particles
to prevent the particles from moving away and to keep the movement of the
particles in an appropriate distance without reducing their flexibility. The X-ray
image is charged negatively according to the edge-map or gradient-magnitude
image. The particles are atftacted towards the contour of the spine, because this
contour is very dark, thus charged very negatively. The results of the
implementation show the effectiveness of the modified CPM for spine
segmentation on X-ray images.
Chapter 4 presents a method that automatically determines the Cobb angle
of scoliotic patients from frontal X-ray images using MCPM. The Cobb angle was
evaluated using curve fitting methods to get the particle position in a better
alignment. Three curve fitting methods, piece-wise linear, splines and polynomials
were used and evaluated for the best fit. Piece-wise linear using 3 segments and
polynomial using poly 6^are the two best results,, since the mean absolute error,
standard deviation and R' are the best of all methods. The standard deviation (3.44
degrees) of the automatic method is slightly higher than the manual method, which
is used as ground truth. This could be caused by the different approach that is used
to determine the Cobb angle automatically. The standard measurement error of
6.88 degrees, estimated as twice the standard eviation is significantly lower than
the upper bound found in the literature (1 1.8 degrees).
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Chapter 5 describes feature-based filtering for vertebral enhancement to
allow automatic vertebral feature extraction from a frontal X-ray image of scoliotic
patients. This part is focused on background flattening using edge detection
methods and top-hat filtering and feature-based vertebral enhancement using
binary attribute filtering and vector-attribute f,rltering. The best method appeared to
be Hu-rarea moment invariant vector-attribute filtering using the new direct
-rdescendant rule. With this method,, X-rays of which the automatic Cobb angle
detection failed, could be enhanced and automatic Cobb angle detection became
feasible.
Chapter 6 is the general discussion, which describes the benefits and
drawback of the methods used in this research and gives directions for further
research.
To conclude, the proposed image analysis system could automatically
determine the curvature and Cobb angle. Also the vertebral parts could be
enhanced, which is a major contribution to allow automatic vertebral extraction and
thus determinins vertebral orientation out of spinal X-rav imases.
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